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There has been widespread interest in the structure, bonding,
and reactivity of metal ion complexes in the gas phase.1 When a
gas-phase metal ion complex forms with a ligand offering more
than one likely binding site, it is a difficult challenge for mass
spectrometric techniques to establish which of the possible structures
is favored. Information from experiments such as collision-induced
dissociation,2 namely the binding thermochemistry and the fragmentation pattern, is often uninformative or inconclusive. Potentially
more structurally incisive fragmentation approaches such as Coulomb explosion imaging3 are difficult to apply to larger ions. It is
obvious that chemists would like to apply the power of spectroscopic molecular characterization techniques, in particular infrared
spectroscopy, to such structural questions. The availability of
powerful, full-spectrum infrared (IR) light sources, most notably
the free electron laser (FEL), is opening new opportunities to
achieve this goal. Combining the versatility of a mass spectrometric
technique such as Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FTICR)4 for gas-phase synthesis of ions with the power of the
FEL for IR spectroscopy yields a spectrometer that allows structural
characterization of metal ion complexes of significant chemical
complexity.
The complexes of Cr+ with aniline provide a particularly apt
application of such IR-spectroscopic structure probing, because the
calculated energies for the ring-bound and side-chain-bound
structures are so close that a clear choice cannot be made from the
computational results. We show here the particular effectiveness
of broadband IR spectroscopy with the FEL for characterizing these
structurally ambiguous complexes. In the Cr+/aniline systems the
spectroscopy gives clear and graphic demonstrations of preference
for the ring-bound structure for the monomer complex and the ringring structure for the dimer complex.
Broadband IR spectroscopy, using for instance the free electron
laser for infrared experiments (FELIX) facility at the FOM Institute,5
has been used to generate spectra of a number of gas-phase ionic
species in ion traps and molecular beams, including polycyclic
aromatics and metal ion-benzene complexes.6 Recently, IR spectra
of proton-bound ether complexes were reported, obtained using an
FT-ICR instrument interfaced to FELIX.6d A similar setup at the
FEL facility in Orsay has been used to obtain IR spectra of Fe+
complexes of unsaturated hydrocarbons.6e It should be noted that
many of these studies (including the present work) operate via the
mechanism of infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD).7
Although IRMPD is inherently a multiple-photon technique, the
mechanism is incoherent, and thus it yields IR spectra that are
comparable to those obtained via linear direct absorption methods.
However, the relative intensities of the bands should be compared
only qualitatively.6b
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Table 1. Cr+(aniline) Binding Energetics from DFT Calculations
Using Two Different Functionals, Comparing the Sites with Cr over
the Ring and over the Side-Chain Nitrogena
∆H0

MPW1PW91
B3LYP

∆G298

ring

N

ring

N

188.1
177.1

178.2
181.4

154.4
143.4

147.4
150.6

a Binding enthalpy (∆H ) at 0 K and binding free energy (∆G
0
298) at 298
K (kJ mol-1).

The experimental apparatus consists of a laboratory-built 4.7-T
FT-ICR spectrometer interfaced to FELIX; further details may be
found elsewhere.8 Cr+ ions are produced by laser ablation9 and
trapped in the ICR cell, where they undergo ion-molecule reactions
with aniline vapor to produce the desired species, either Cr+(aniline)
or Cr+(aniline)2. Undesired species are ejected from the ICR cell,
and the complex of interest is irradiated with several macropulses
(∼35 mJ/pulse) from FELIX. The photodissociation products and
any remaining parent ion are then measured using a standard
FT-ICR excite/detect sequence.4 IRMPD spectra are generated by
plotting the fragmentation yield as a function of the wavelength of
FELIX.10
As mentioned above, a primary goal of this work is to use IR
spectroscopy to resolve structural ambiguity in cases where
computational results are inconclusive. Density functional theory
(DFT) computations provide reasonable results for transition-metalcontaining molecules of substantial size, but the results are
somewhat subject to detailed choices of functional and basis sets.
As shown in Table 1, the DFT binding energy results for the two
Cr+(aniline) isomers actually show a reversal depending on
functional.11 The popular B3LYP functional favors the N-binding
site, but the MPW1PW91 functional (which was considered to be
better for ring vs side-chain comparison in a previous study of metal
ion complexes of phenol12) favors the ring-binding site of aniline.
Thus, within computational uncertainty, the two sites are not
resolvable; this was also found to be true for the Cr+(aniline)2
isomers. The IR spectra calculated using the different functionals
were not significantly different, so only the MPW1PW91 results
are explicitly considered here.
Figure 1 shows the IRMPD spectrum of the monomer complex
along with the computed IR spectra11 of the two isomers. The most
diagnostic features from the calculations are the peak near 1070
cm-1 for the N-bound structure and the peak near 1310 cm-1 for
the ring-bound structure. The experimental spectrum shows a strong
feature at 1300 cm-1, but nothing near 1070 cm-1, clearly indicating
a ring-bound geometry. Overall, the fit of the spectrum to the
calculated ring-bound spectrum is very good.
The 1070 cm-1 peak in the N-bound geometry is due to the
frustrated inversion motion of the NH2 group. It should be noted
that the inversion mode in bare aniline has a double-well potential
and is thus poorly represented by harmonic calculations.6a However,
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computed spectra are quite analogous to the single aniline case
above, with a feature near 1040 cm-1 if either of the aniline ligands
is N-bound to the metal ion, while a peak near 1320 cm-1 is
characteristic of a ring-bound ligand. The experimental spectrum
indicates that the complex prefers a structure with two ring-bound
ligands, since it has a peak near 1280 cm-1 (very similar to the
monomer complex) and no peak near 1040 cm-1. The overall
agreement between the experimental and calculated spectra is not
quite as good as for the monomer complex, and further refinement
of this vibrational calculation seems called for in the future.
The observed IRMPD spectra of both the monomer and dimer
complexes are in excellent agreement with the predictions for ring
coordination of the Cr to aniline. The presence of as much as 10%
of N-bound complexes seems unlikely based on the spectra. This
indicates that the N-bound structures are less stable (with respect
to free energy) than the ring-bound structures by at least ∼5 kJ
mol-1, in accord with the computational results using the
MPW1PW91 functional. This latter functional seems clearly
superior to the B3LYP functional for calculating the binding
energetics in this system. Future work will explore whether the
close balance between the ring and the aromatic-nitrogen binding
sites might be reversed by the presence of perturbing substituents
or by choice of a different metal partner.
Figure 1. IRMPD spectrum of the Cr+(aniline) complex, along with
calculated IR absorption spectra of the two isomeric structures. The DFT
frequencies are scaled down by a factor of 0.955 in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. IRMPD spectrum of the Cr+(aniline)2 complex, along with
calculated spectra for the ring-ring, ring-N and N-N isomers.

the presence of the Cr atom in the N-bound structure strongly
destabilizes one of the wells; therefore, we expect this mode to be
well represented by the methods used here. The 1310 cm-1 peak
in the ring-bound spectrum is a mixed mode incorporating primarily
CN stretching and in-plane CH bending motions, and is mildly blueshifted from a similar mode in the calculated spectrum of bare
aniline at 1266 cm-1.
Figure 2 shows experimental and calculated spectra for the
Cr+(aniline)2 dimer complex. The diagnostic features from the
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